Some student comments
[from workshops and regular Surface Ornamentation modules taught at NIFT, 2003 onwards]
Manju Sangwan, College of Art, New Delhi
“It is a workshop that has opened an active & open incentive for multidisciplinary art works,
capable of overcoming the limiting realm of painting, sculpture or any other art.
Ritu Chaudhry, Pearl Academy of Fashion, New Delhi
“The piece that I made in this workshop opened my mind as the objective was not to create
something beautiful but to explore textile materials and create an artwork, which was ‘being
very much me’, my close experience of life, Feeling the textile material and relating it to life
experiences with plenty of time to absorb the feelings that came up in the process was an icebreaking exercise.”

Simran Bhatia, Apeejay Institute of Design, New Delhi
“I’ve learnt to use textiles and fiber in way that the fabric expresses a feeling which can be
done by its textures, colour and sense of touch. Each fabric seems to tell a story.”

Surface Ornamentation students, FD IV NIFT, New Delhi

Prateek Kumar, Fashion Design IV Semester student
“It opened a whole new world where one saw different, unusual surfaces, using
conventional material and techniques. We learnt to think and explore different mediums and
techniques in order to achieve a particular texture in our mind.”

Prasanna Colloru, Fashion Design IV Semester student
“It was quite difficult at first. I did not know where to begin or where to stop. It took me a
while to understand that I just have to use fabric like paper or any medium I choose as a pen
and just write whatever I have to.”

Nitya bajaj, Fashion Design IV Semester student
“I have grown and matured in this art, I have learnt to pick up waste materials from the
dustbins and use
them in garments, I have learnt to make sophisticated things taking small elements from daily
life.”

